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Established in 1949 in Carmignano di Brenta,

North-East of Italy, Carmenta has had for decades

an important role in the international market,

focusing its core business on bathroom furnishing production.

In the last decade Carmenta established

a new department to produce wellness equipments.

The volatility of the global market,

which requires innovative and specific products

without omitting the craftmanship Made in Italy skills,

has led the departments to work closely with architects, 

designers and customers,

getting as result exclusive materials and collections. 

Founders: Evaristo Costacurta and Bianca Ortolani

A family company
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All products of Carmenta are hand made crafted in Italy in our 

plant, all technologies and know-how has been created and 

developped by our engeneers team, following market and client 

specifications and requests. 

All of this is possible because our mission is always to research and 

develop new shapes, new material and new colors.

Part is due to our technical department, the rest is because of 

world architects that works for or with us.

As the market is globalized we must be able to achieve the request 

coming from all over the world.

100% made in Italy

Projects Design Center

Wellness Home and Hotel SPA

Beauty Studio Furniture and Equipments

Bathroom

Contract
for
Wet Areas

Special bespoke furniture

Full bathroom Supply

Private label products

Materials for interiors light weight, Waterproof, 

Technowood, Insulation
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As the wellness spa market is global, each country has his own 

design specifications, his own habbit and ritual to enjoy wellness.

To answer this Carmenta has developed a design center to follow 

the project from the design on paper up to the installation on site.

All is possible because of our own bespoke production, traditional 

big hammam with dome and old fashioned sauna, upto 

contemporary Dream collection.

Design center

Marriott Constantine

Svatava - Prague
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Professional Wellness Regency Hyatt 5*

Sochi, Russia

> 200 rooms

Arch. Spadevelopment

In the last years, due to Olympic Games, Sochi has 

became a new modern turistic center in Russia, 

there has been built a brand new Regency Hyatt, 

the best five stars hotel in town.

Carmenta in this project provided all the wellness 

technology of the spa.

We followed both a russian design, with dark 

wood and marble, then respected all the deep 

russian safety requirements for public areas.

In this spa are installed glass facades saunas, 

dark acacia saunas and traditional steam baths.

Double glazed saunas are installed in the 

corners of the building to allowed customers to 

have a finnish sauna while outdoor is raining or 

snowing and meantime look at the panorama.

The bigger saunas are all in thermowood slats 

one after another on both walls and benches.

Steam baths keeps a traditional look with the 

steam technology of forced ventilations.

Installation

Production

After sales

Project management

Design 
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Wulfenia spa
and resort

Passo Pramollo, Austria

>100 rooms

By Carmenta Design Center

Hotel Le Royal 
Monceux 5*

Paris, France

> 200 rooms

Arch. Philippe Stark

This resort has been built into a very exclusive 

mountain pass crossing Italy and Austria. Passo 

Pramollo is growing as a reality for high end 

customers.

In Wulfenia spa and resort Carmenta provided 

all the equipments for the two spa centers.

In order to keep separeted nudist from non-

nudist customers.

The first floor is dedicated for non-nudist 

customers, and you can find a big flat pool with 

relax area looking at the mountains, nearby you 

can enjoy a finnish sauna, steam bath and water 

games showers.

The underground floor is dedicated to nudist, 

whereabout you can enjoy haviest wellness 

technologies like a big sauna meister, biosauna, 

salt room, emotional showers and water games 

showers.

The resort guests can joint both the south and 

north Euopean cultures about wellness. 

This hotel is the perfect example of how wellness 

meet Beauty.

Not all customers are confortable with heavy 

wellness technologies, in this new type of Hotel 

Hospitality there is a perfect merge between 

wellness technology, with finnish saunas and 

pools, and a full beauty areas.

Beuty is created using our Wonder cabin 

collection, an unique cabin that perform sauna, 

steam and shower in one.

Whit Wonder you can upgrade you experience 

of beauty, provide an unlimited range of beauty 

treatments.

Regarding wellness spa areas are total white 

painted, with a minimalistic design that allowed 

customers to concentrate only into wellness.
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Resort and SPA
L’Adagio

Badalucco, Italy

Arch. Mirko Macciantelli

Hotel Mediterraneo

Jesolo, Italy

Design Center

Small Pearl in Liguria.

This wellness center is in an historic oil mill owned 

by the Family Gaaci, managing the famous olive 

oil company Olio Roi.

This spa is a perfect match between tradition 

and innovation.

Located into the old grinding area of the factory, 

this spa keeps all the traditional look with the 

panoramic view in front of the cabins and the 

relax area, the old stones on walls and the noise 

of the river (used in the past for the grinding 

weel) in front of the building create a unique 

athmosphere, All of this is matched with our 

Dream Collection Cabins. We add in all of the 

cabines and the hot spas led lights in benches, 

ceilings and backrests, to created a contrast 

between the white lights of stones and the warm 

lights on cabins.

In this area you can find all the wellness 

technologies, from a finnish sauna and steam 

bath, to emotional showers hot spas and cold 

buckets.

Very famous Hotel in Venice beaches.

In this Hotel we project a spa/gym area in the 

underground of the building between the 

seaside and the pools, the room is decorated all 

in travertino romano marble.

In this area you find a full-optional spa in a small 

space.

Carmenta supplied a Dream finnish Sauna, a 

Dream Steam bath, a corian ice machine, and 

wet area with buckets and water games showers.

In front of the spa, you can enjoy fitness machines 

and a relax area separeted by wood slats and 

glasses.
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Doria Center

Roma, Italy

Arch. Gian Marco Cannavicci

Hotel Milano

Verona, Italy

Design Center

The  Doria Center Fitness Club  has just opened 

an exclusive wellness  area for its clients to relax 

after gym exercises and courses.

Sauna, Steam Bath, Ice fountain and emotional 

showers  by Carmenta  have been  chosen  to 

realize the biggest wellness center in Rome in the 

largest historic building of the city .

Thanks to Carmenta innovative technologies 

and to its big knowledge  on wellness, inside 

the  Doria Center  you can live a real experience 

of relax and enjoy lots of beauty treatments 

such as  Chromotherapy, Aromatherapy and ice 

scrubbing.

Thanks to the ice fountain, located near the 

heat cabins, everyone can enjoy cold treatments 

stimulating blood circulation and revitalizing 

the body.

The most appreciate Hotel in Verona with a 

fantastic  overview on the Arena by the rooftop.

On last floor there is an open spa area 

communicating with a public bar outdoor with 

a warm hot spa.

The spa is fully available only for rent, private 

customer can rent the spa for some hours, enjoy 

sauna, steam and showers experience with a 

comfortable relax area.
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Marriott 
Constantine

Constantine, Algeria

Arch. Fabrizio Fabris

Casa Coi

Belluno, Italy

Arch. Antonio Pollazon

The Marriott Hotel, Luxury 5 star hotel in 

Constantine Algeria, with 550 rooms , has 

choosen Carmenta for spa center and the 

bathrooms of suite rooms supply .

The clients enjoy relax in a tipic arabian style 

spa, cabins rassoul, hammam or sauna, 

experience showers perform a number 

of   treatments,   prestigious materials and 

advanced technology complete the decoration 

according with architects guidelines

It’s Wonder 3 in 1. S auna, steam bath and shower 

all in a single cabin.

Wonder cabin is 100% bespoke available 

depending on customers’ needs.

Casa Coi (Alleghe) asked us to project 

and  produce a Wonder cabin full transparent to 

integrate inside real alpine rock walls.

Not need to say the result was amazing and 

the cabin matched really fantastic with the 

landscape of Dolomiti Montains.
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Installation

Production

After sales

Project management

Design 

Beauty and Bathroom Kingdom of Beauty

Aldo Coppola

Milano, Italy

Aldo Coppola, famous Hairstylist in the world 

opens in Milano the most exclusive beauty center 

in Europe.

Four areas: the hair saloon, beauty, private suite 

spa, private hairdressing Cabins.

Private suites are equiped with bespoke dedicated 

white corian cabins, performing steam bath and 

shower to prepare body threatment, blue tooth 

music and chromoherapy.

A big Wonder Cabin is in public area, this is 3in1 

functions cabin sauna, steam bath and shower, 

chromotherapy, aromatherapy and music to 

enjoy full spa course experience even in tight 

room.
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Top To Toe

Beauty Center

Torino, Italy

Arch. Casale

Wulfenia spa
and resort

Passo Pramollo, Austria

> 200 rooms

Carmenta Design Center 

Tip to Toe is located in the heart of Torino down 

town.

Carmenta create a luxury beauty and private 

spa suite area.

Performing Wonder cabin guest has the 

possibility to enjoy not only traditional 

massages, but elaborate feeling exerience 

playing with massage, then sauna, then another 

massage, then steam bath and so on. The 

combinations are unlimited.

This package of beauty wellness is available for 

single or couple of persons.

Wulfenia hotel and spa joint perfectly wellness, 

wonderfull nature outside clinbing mountains 

and skiing, inside relax in pools , thermal area 

and beauty.

Beauty center has several rooms, all with a 

different type of treatment and equipments.

A studio has twin massage beds with Dream 

Rassoul cabin, a room with foot pedicure, 

another for nails, and one for face massages and 

treatments.

All this rooms has been combined with trendy 

colors and materials.

In all rooms cabins and furniture are made in 

corian, the best material for beauty, and dark 

thermowood for decoration.
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Wulfenia spa
and resort

Passo Pramollo, Austria

> 200 rooms

Carmenta Design Center 

Hyatt Regency
Ararat Park
Hotel 5*

Moscow, Russia

> 200 rooms

Wulfenia hotel made a refurnishment of the 

rooms changing design from a very traditional 

one to contemporary using corian and ebony 

wood.

Carmenta project und supplies all furniture 

wooden panneling, shower glass partition, 

carrara calacatta marble.

In this case the match between a traditional 

marble on walls, a warm white corian in counters 

and showers column, ebony boiserie, realize a 

contemporary design.

The bathrooms furniscing has been studied as 

pre fabricated system to hidden new plumbing 

and electrical works. No one demolition has 

been made, installation very fast, saving huge 

labor costs.

In Moskow city center Regency Hyatt Ararat Park 

hotel, located between Bolshoi Theatre and Red 

Square has been prised as best interior design 

hotel in 2014.

Carmenta supplies all bathrooms for standard, 

junior and superior suite rooms.

The designer has choosen carrara marble and 

our patented TECHNOWOOD smoked oak for 

wall coverings. 

All funiture are made in marine playwood water 

proof veneered, original vanity unit has the front 

tiled with glass tiles.
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The Gentlemen
Club 5*

Verona, Italy

Design Center

< 100 rooms

Residence Arianna

Padova, Italy

Design Center

The Gentlemens Club is the most luxurious 

Boutique Hotel in Verona.

This ancient building XV century keeps all walls 

and ceilings with the original paintings of famous 

italian artists, and the decorated floorings in 

wood handmade in italy.

For this reasons customer asked carmenta to 

provide high technological wellness bathrooms 

with chromotherapy lights and music.

All suites are provided of steam bath cabins and 

showers to enjoy a private spa inside the rooms.

All trays has been lifted to save all ancient wood 

floorings.

In this hotel Carmenta supplied even a 250sqm 

spas on the undergroud shared in thermal and 

beauty area.

A luxurious bathroom that once was a stable, which 

has been completely made  by Carmenta.

The steam bath that has been selected is part of 

the “DREAM” collection and it has been completely 

custom made by Carmenta to better fit the existent 

spaces.White Corian and cream finishing perfectly 

match with the soft colors of the room.

Furthermore Carmenta installed a special  LED 

system for Chromotherapy treatments that permits 

the client to choose between  136 different colors 

available. Thanks to the special capacity backlighted 

display it is possible to control the various functions 

that the steam bath offers.

Entertainement is completed with FM radio and 

Bluetooth connection mobile phone.
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Installation

Production

After sales

Project management

Design 

Contract for wet areas
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Hotel Hyatt 5*

Vladivostock, Russia

> 200 rooms

Hotel Milano

Verona, Italy

Design Center

Residence Creta
Outdoor

Chania, Creta

Design Center

Vladivostock is one of the most important city in 

deep Russia, a number of new hotels are growing 

fast due to oil companies investments.

This is Hyatt 5*, with a modern design and all the 

top level facilities for Hospitality.

In this hotel Carmenta provided all bathrooms 

furnitures in corian, wood boiserie, shower glass 

enclosures and fittings.

All products respect the aestetic design of the 

main architect project and guidelines of Hyatt 

International.

In this rooms there is a perfect match among 

clear and dark colors, different materials as 

corian, marble and exotic palissander woods.

FURNITURE

Carmenta   realizes high quantity production 

bespoke for architects and designers.

This is possible with our ‘design to production’ 

philosophy, forwarding the request from the 

design part of company to the technical offices 

we can match as much as possible high quality 

furniture , with very modern design.

The cabins Dream outdoor are produced with 

M.I.T. Carmenta materials, ultra light, thermal 

insulating and waterproof.

These materials allow to make any kind of project 

in open areas, satisfying any kind of requests.

They are  installed outdoor , on the garden, close 

to the pool, on the terrace.

WATER POOLS

We project and realize pools looking on the 

customer needs and following our philosophy, 

Outdoor pools, inside relax warm pools, 

whirlpools, cold pools and many more.

We associate the goal of the pool to the 

appropriate technology.
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Chaise Longue
White Mamba

Outdoor

Wine and
Food Cellar

The functionality and quality of Chaise longue 

White Mamba obtains the best expression in its 

contemporary and elegant line.

The chair’s sinuosity, combined with other 

furnishings and available in three variants, gives 

to every indoor and outdoor SPA an exclusive 

feature.

Cushions are made with a special filling, Celliant, 

made by the combination of polyester and 

special minerals, which helps the regulation 

of body temperature and increases the blood 

oxygenation. Letting go to the White Mamba 

comfort gives a special moment of relax and 

physical benefits as well.

Modern transparent cabin made  with waterproof 

and insulation materials MIT, any possible surface 

decoration and wood colors available , to match 

with your kitchen style.

Interiors on customer demand.

Innovative cooling and humidifying equipment 

with energy saving  system.
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Trasparent melamine
resins overlay

Trasparent melamine
resins overlay

Real wood sheet

Real wood sheet

Phenolic resins kraft matress

Technowood® TLM - Techno Light Materials

Finishing layer

Ultra-light polymeric foam

Finishing layer

TLM consist of an internal polymeric core and 

two external layers They are insulating, rigid, 

soundproof, high temperature resistant and 

waterproof.

TLM are available in several thicknesses, 

depending on the application for which they are 

required.

Technowood®, patented by Carmenta, is a 

natural composite material. It consist of a core in 

kraft with phenolic resins and two external layers 

in wood veneered, protected with a melamine 

transparent overlay fi lm.

Technowood is a steam and water proof material 

that combines high technological properties  

with the aesthetic characteristic of the real wood.
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Carmenta srl
Tel +39 049 9430707 - Fax +39 049 9431962

Via Trento - 35010 Carmignano di Brenta (Padova)
e-mail info@carmentasrl.com - web site www.carmentasrl.com


